Understanding advanced physical phenomena such as vertically hanging elastic column, soap bubbles, crystals and cracks demands expressing and manipulating a system's potential energy under equilibrium conditions. However, students at schools and universities are usually required to consider the forces acting on a system under equilibrium conditions, rather than taking into account its potential energy. As a result, they find it difficult to express the system's potential energy and use it for calculations when they do need to do so. The principle of least potential energy is a powerful idea for solving static equilibrium physics problems in various fields such as hydrostatics, mechanics, and electrostatics. In the current essay, the authors describe this principle and provide examples where students can apply it. For each problem, the authors provide both the force consideration solution approach and the energy consideration solution approach.
Introduction
Analyzing physics problems often requires one to understand how to apply conditions for static equilibrium in those problems. Usually, in school physics courses as well as in introductory physics courses students mainly learn that there are two conditions one has to impose in such problems: (a) zero resultant force; and (b) zero resultant torque about any axis.
Imposing these two conditions is the usual problem solving strategy in these courses. However, more advanced topics, such as rotating and self-gravitating liquid masses of homogenous liquids (cf. [1] , or higher level mechanics problems requires one to consider the system's overall energy, instead of the net force and torque. Additionally, sometimes it is more beneficial to break the system into several subsets of problems. In these cases, applying a "greedy algorithm" approach in which finding the local energetic minima of the subset, sometimes yields the overall energetic minima of the system. Students who are not used to consider the energetic view present difficulties in understanding quantum mechanical descriptions such as a particle in a box or the energy levels of electrons in an atom.
We therefore suggest exposing students to energetic conditions and calculations already in high school and introductory courses at colleges and universities. In addition, students' school experiences with the concept of energy leads many to view energy as traveling through machines and wires and changing appearances at different points-what calls a quasi-material conception [2] . We believe that this view is caused because students are used to applying the concept of energy in
where U is the potential energy, and is a smooth function by definition.
Equation (1) can be obtained from the zero-resultant force condition in equilibrium (∑ → F = 0). It is known that when conservative forces are involved we may write:
Since the total force, F, in equilibrium equals zero, we get Equation (1) . Mathematically, applying Equation (1) on a physic's problem rather than trying to solve the zero-resultant force equation might be easier. In this way, the problem reduces to finding stationary points by taking derivatives of a scalar function and solving scalar equations, with no need of vector algebra. For systems with more than one degree of freedom this task becomes more difficult but one can still find numerical solutions. More general and sophisticated methods of solving static problems include Lagrange multipliers and the calculus of variations [3] .
The principle of least potential energy is actually a private case or a static version of the least action principle. According to the least action principle, the motion of a physical system from time t 1 to time t 2 is such that the following line integral,
where T is the kinetic energy, an extremum relative to all other paths. It was shown that the path with the minimal action is the one satisfying Newton's second law [4] . It is clear that for stationary system the principle of least action is reduced to the principle of least potential energy since T = 0 and the potential energy U is time independent. The least action principle, which is one of the greatest generalizations in all physical science, was first formulated by Maupertuis in 1746 [5] . This metaphysical idea was further mathematically developed by the works of Euler, Lagrange, Jacobi and finally formulated by Hamilton and known as Hamilton's principle [6] .
Examples Demonstrating the Use of the Least Potential Energy Principle
The following three examples will be demonstrated: (a) fluid static in a piston of small cross-sectional area; (b) a system of point charges; and (c) the catenary problem. Each problem will be first solved by applying the zero-resultant force condition to the problem and than by applying the least potential energy principle.
Example a: Fluid Static in a Piston of Small Cross-Sectional Area
We pour V 0 volume of water into two vessels with basis areas A 1 and A 2 , respectively. The problem is to find the heights h 1 and h 2 of the water in each vessel (see Figure 1) in the equilibrium state. The problem can be easily solved by applying the least potential energy principle. In the final state, the water is divided between the two vessels as such that their potential energy is minimal.
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We pour 0 V volume of water into two vessels with basis areas 1 A and 2 A , respectively. The problem is to find the heights 1 h and 2 h of the water in each vessel (see Figure 1 ) in the equilibrium state. The problem can be easily solved by applying the least potential energy principle. In the final state, the water is divided between the two vessels as such that their potential energy is minimal. A and 2 A such that the total potential energy of the water will be minimum.
Solution Based on Newton's Laws
It is well known [7] that for incompressible fluids the pressure inside the fluid is given by
where 0 p is the atmospheric pressure on the surface of the liquid and  is the fluid density which is assumed to be constant. At equilibrium, the pressures at the bottom of the two vessels are equal so we write (
Solution Based on the Least Potential Energy Principle
Assume that the height of the water in the first vessel is 1 h and 2 h in the second where
. The potential energy of the system is (we take the density of water as 1):
Inserting the above expression for 2 h into Equation (1) gives the total energy as a function of (6) To find to the stationary points, we equate the derivative of Equation (6) Figure 1 . Schematic illustration of the hydrostatic problem. We have to divide A 0 volume of water between two vessels with basis areas A 1 and A 2 such that the total potential energy of the water will be minimum.
Solution Based on Newton's Laws
It is well known [7] that for incompressible fluids the pressure inside the fluid is given by p = p 0 + ρgh where p 0 is the atmospheric pressure on the surface of the liquid and ρ is the fluid density which is assumed to be constant. At equilibrium, the pressures at the bottom of the two vessels are equal so we write (ρ = 1) that
which gives h 1 = h 2 .
Solution Based on the Least Potential Energy Principle
Assume that the height of the water in the first vessel is h 1 and h 2 in the second where
The potential energy of the system is (we take the density of water as 1):
Inserting the above expression for h 2 into Equation (1) gives the total energy as a function of one variable h 1 .
To find to the stationary points, we equate the derivative of Equation (6) with respect to h 1 and solve for h 1 . Using elementary calculus, we remain with the following equation:
which has the solution h 1 = V 0 /(A 1 + A 2 ). This point is indeed a minimum as Equation (6) we already know from everyday experience, and that the pressure of liquids depends only on the height of the fluid and not on the shape of the container. Although for this problem the Newtonian approach seems much simpler, we believe that it is very important from a pedagogic point of view to show students the "energy" solution, which emanates from the general principle of least potential energy.
Example b: A System of Point Charges
Four positive electric charges q 1 , q 2 , q 3 and q 4 are fixed at the vertexes of a square. We have to find the place (x, y) of a fifth positive electric charge q 5 so it will remain in equilibrium (see Figure 2 ).
which has the solution ) /(
. This point is indeed a minimum as Equation (6) describes an opened-up parabola. Solving for 2 h , we get ) /(
. We conclude that 2 1 h h  which we already know from everyday experience, and that the pressure of liquids depends only on the height of the fluid and not on the shape of the container.
Although for this problem the Newtonian approach seems much simpler, we believe that it is very important from a pedagogic point of view to show students the "energy" solution, which emanates from the general principle of least potential energy.
Four positive electric charges 
Solution Based on Newton's Laws
Solving this problem using forces considerations is a complicated task as we have to deal with vectors quantities. In order that the q 5 will be in a static equilibrium, we demand that the resultant force
Writing the explicit equations in the rectangular system yields
Inserting cos θ 4 = x/ x 2 + y 2 and similar expressions for sin θ 4 and for the other angles into Equation (8) yield the two following coupled equations for x and y:
where k is the electrostatic constant. Equation (9) is too complicated to solve analytically, but can be solved numerically using appropriate mathematical packages. We skip solving these equations exactly and present the energy approach for solving this problem.
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Solution Based on the Least Potential Energy Principle
Applying the least potential energy principle overcomes this difficulty as we are left with scalar quantities. First, we write the electrostatic energy function of the system:
where U 0 is the electrostatic energy of the fixed four charges which is constant and does not depend on x and y. We aim to find the minimum of U(x, y) which is now a function of two variables. This is also not an easy analytical task. Instead, we show a contour plot of U(x, y) − U 0 for two cases. In the first all the charges are equal to one Coulomb and in the second q 1 = 1.1 (for simplicity we choose k = 1 and a = 1). For the symmetric case, it is obvious that (x, y) = (0.5, 0.5) is a minimum while for the asymmetric case the minimum is at (x, y) = (0.548, 0.5). We also see how the contour lines changes as we break the symmetry of the problem ( Figure 3 ).
where 0 U is the electrostatic energy of the fixed four charges which is constant and does not depend on x and y . We aim to find the minimum of ( , ) U x y which is now a function of two variables. This is also not an easy analytical task. Instead, we show a contour plot of In the first row (from left to right), we plot the symmetric case q i = 1, for i = 1, . . . , 5, and then the asymmetric case (q 1 = 1.1). In the second row, we zoom to the relevant minimum area. The values of the minima points can be found using Mathematica (or similar mathematical package) and are 5.657 and 5.933 for the symmetric and asymmetric cases, respectively.
For the above electrostatic problem, the forces based approach is more complicated than the "energy" approach since we have to write the equations for the forces components and to solve more complicate equations. Plotting the two dimensional maps for the energy functions gives us global information about the electrostatic energy distribution from which we can get local information about the direction of the resultant force in each point. Solving these two problems show that using energy considerations and numerical solutions obtained by mathematical package improve our ability to solve complicate problems and enhance our physical understanding.
Example c: The Catenary Problem

Solution Based on Newton's Laws
The problem was posed explicitly for the first time by James Bernoulli in 1690, when he asked to find the curve assumed by a flexible chain which hangs freely, fixed between two points [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Galileo was the first to investigate the catenary, which he mistook for parabola. The correct solution, which is given by hyperbolic cosine was found independently by the great mathematicians of that era, Huygens, Leibnitz and the Jhon Bernoulli the brother of James. The name catenary was first used by Huygens in a letter to Leibnitz in 1690. Any uniform cable or chain, which is subject to its own weight, describes a catenary as shown in Figure 1 .
The only external force acting on the flexible chain is the gravitational force mg (we assume here that g is constant) and its shape can be obtained by applying the principle of Newtonian mechanics. First, at equilibrium, we conclude that the horizontal component of the Tension T x is equal at each point of the chain and that the vertical component of the tension is T y = T x y where y = dy/dx is the slope of the chain at a point (x, y) as described in Figure 4 .
The problem was posed explicitly for the first time by James Bernoulli in 1690, when he asked to find the curve assumed by a flexible chain which hangs freely, fixed between two points [8] [9] [10] [11] . Galileo was the first to investigate the catenary, which he mistook for parabola. The correct solution, which is given by hyperbolic cosine was found independently by the great mathematicians of that era, Huygens, Leibnitz and the Jhon Bernoulli the brother of James. The name catenary was first used by Huygens in a letter to Leibnitz in 1690. Any uniform cable or chain, which is subject to its own weight, describes a catenary as shown in Figure 1 .
The only external force acting on the flexible chain is the gravitational force mg ( We proceed by considering the forces acting on a short length of chain AB subtending a horizontal distance dx and arclength ds which is equal to 2 
1
' ds y   [7] . The horizontal forces cancel each other so we consider only the vertical ones which are yA T and yB T . The sum of We proceed by considering the forces acting on a short length of chain AB subtending a horizontal distance dx and arclength ds which is equal to ds = 1 + y 2 [7] . The horizontal forces cancel each other so we consider only the vertical ones which are T yA and T yB . The sum of these tensions is equal to the weight of the chain and we obtain T yB − T yB = ρgds where ρ is chain's constant mass per unit length. We can use the relation T y = T x y and get
which gives the following second order differential equation
Equation (11) can be integrated twice to get y(x), using the boundary conditions y(0) = y (0) = 0. This yields the following equation for the catenary
T x can be further expressed in terms of the sag and the total length of the chain. To conclude, by applying Newton laws for a small segment of the chain and solving the resulting differential equation, we obtain that the catenary curve described by hyperbolic cosine and that the horizontal component of the tension is constant along the chain. This approach is "standard" in the sense that we assume that the chain obeys Newtonian laws and its shape can be found from solving the appropriate Symmetry 2017, 9, 45 7 of 12 equation with specific boundary conditions [7] . The chain does not have to "know" anything else about the whole curve ( Figure 5 ).
T can be further expressed in terms of the sag and the total length of the chain. To conclude, by applying Newton laws for a small segment of the chain and solving the resulting differential equation, we obtain that the catenary curve described by hyperbolic cosine and that the horizontal component of the tension is constant along the chain. This approach is "standard" in the sense that we assume that the chain obeys Newtonian laws and its shape can be found from solving the appropriate equation with specific boundary conditions [7] . The chain does not have to "know" anything else about the whole curve ( Figure 5 ). T and B T , the direction of which is along the chain.
Solution Based on the Least Potential Energy Principle
In contrast to the previous approach. we assume here that in its final state the chain will be in a stable state so its overall shape will minimize its potential energy. Using the same arguments as Feynman did when he showed that Newton's second law is equivalent to the least action principle, we can translate the grand statement about the chain to local differential statements [12] . In equilibrium, it is necessary that each small part of the chain is also in equilibrium, so it also has a Figure 5 . The forces acting on a small chain element ds spans a horizontal distance of dx. The gravity force is given by dsρg where ρ is chain's constant mass per unit length and g is the gravity acceleration. The tensions forces are T A and T B , the direction of which is along the chain.
In contrast to the previous approach. we assume here that in its final state the chain will be in a stable state so its overall shape will minimize its potential energy. Using the same arguments as Feynman did when he showed that Newton's second law is equivalent to the least action principle, we can translate the grand statement about the chain to local differential statements [12] . In equilibrium, it is necessary that each small part of the chain is also in equilibrium, so it also has a minimum potential energy and the equation ∑ → F i = 0 where the subscript i stands for the ith infinitesimal element of the chain holds. Thus, there is nothing mysterious in the way the chain "finds" its way towards the curve with the least potential energy. Its small element obeys Newton's second law.
Finding the shape of hanging chain is a classic problem in the calculus of variations. Among all the infinite number of curves connecting the two end points, we have to find the one with the minimum potential energy. The complete solution of this problem is beyond the scope of high school mathematics and it is described in many textbooks of analytic mechanics [3] .
To overcome this difficulty, we convert the continuous problem to a discrete version, which is simpler and more intuitive to students, as the solution is constructed step by step from a basic principle. For the two-segments catenary problem, the length constraint is
and the symmetry, i.e., x = 0.5, solves the problem as shown in Figure 6 . The next order approximation is a four-segment chain, which is schematically illustrated in Figure 6 . Exploiting the symmetry of the problem we concentrate on the left half of the chain and the symmetrical points can be found by a simple reflection of the solution around the point x = 0.5.
The potential energy of the left side of the chain is a sum of the two segments AC and CD, and each one has its own center of mass in the middle of the line, which can be written as
where
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and
The constraint that the length of the chain remains constant gives:
We can express y 2 from Equation (18) as a function of the unknown variables (x 1 , y 1 ) using l/2 = 0.7 m, we obtain:
Inserting Equation (19) into Equation (17) yields a function of two variables U(x 1 , y 1 ) which we want to minimize. This is not an easy task to do by hand, thus we use Mathematica 5.0 software (Wolfram, Champaign, Illinois, USA) [13] to find the minimum points using the built-in Mathematica function Find minimum. (Find minimum essentially starts at the points you specify, and then follows the path of steepest descent on the surface. Except in pathological cases, this path always leads to at least a local minimum on the surface. Figure 7 shows the solution of the four-segments catenary. Finding the shape of hanging chain is a classic problem in the calculus of variations. Among all the infinite number of curves connecting the two end points, we have to find the one with the minimum potential energy. The complete solution of this problem is beyond the scope of high school mathematics and it is described in many textbooks of analytic mechanics [3] .
To overcome this difficulty, we convert the continuous problem to a discrete version, which is simpler and more intuitive to students, as the solution is constructed step by step from a basic principle. For the two-segments catenary problem, the length constraint is ( 1)
and the symmetry, i.e.,
5
. 0  x , solves the problem as shown in Figure 5 . The next order approximation is a four-segment chain, which is schematically illustrated in Figure 6 . Exploiting the symmetry of the problem we concentrate on the left half of the chain and the symmetrical points can be found by a simple reflection of the solution around the point
The potential energy of the left side of the chain is a sum of the two segments AC and CD , and each one has its own center of mass in the middle of the line, which can be written as
The constraint that the length of the chain remains constant gives: We can express 2 y from Equation (15) as a function of the unknown variables ) , ( 
Inserting Equation (16) into Equation (14) yields a function of two variables 1 1 ( , ) U x y which we want to minimize. This is not an easy task to do by hand, thus we use Mathematica 5.0 software (Wolfram, Champaign, Illinois, USA) [13] to find the minimum points using the built-in Mathematica function Find minimum. (Find minimum essentially starts at the points you specify, and then follows the path of steepest descent on the surface. Except in pathological cases, this path always leads to at least a local minimum on the surface. Figure 6 shows the solution of the four-segments catenary. (Figure 7 ). This procedure can be continued to higher orders and the general problem at order k where
and n is the number of segments can be defined in a similar way. This procedure can be continued to higher orders and the general problem at order k where 2 k = n and n is the number of segments can be defined in a similar way.
and (x 0 , y 0 ) = (0 , 1), (x n , y n ) = (1, 1). In order k we have to find minimum points of function of n − 2 variables and again it can be done only with appropriate software. Figure 9 shows the successive solutions of the discrete chain up to the fourth order. n n x y  . In order k we have to find minimum points of function of 2  n variables and again it can be done only with appropriate software. Figure 8 shows the successive solutions of the discrete chain up to the fourth order. A picture of real catenary is shown in Figure 11 and the measured sag is about 42 cm, whereas the computed sag at the fourth order is 43.9 cm. Figure 12 shows that increasing the order of the approximation decreases the potential energy of the chain and that the center of mass of the chain becomes lower. A picture of real catenary is shown in Figure 10 and the measured sag is about 42 cm, whereas the computed sag at the fourth order is 43.9 cm. cm. whereas the computed sag at the fourth order is 43.9 cm. Figure 11 shows that increasing the order of the approximation decreases the potential energy of the chain and that the center of mass of the chain becomes lower. cm. whereas the computed sag at the fourth order is 43.9 cm. Figure 11 shows that increasing the order of the approximation decreases the potential energy of the chain and that the center of mass of the chain becomes lower. 
Conclusions
The approach described in this paper can be extended to treat more complex and interesting 
The approach described in this paper can be extended to treat more complex and interesting versions of catenary-like problems, for example we can consider an asymmetric chain, composed of two parts with different densities as shown in Figure 13 .
We can break this problem into two coupled subsets of problems. These problems are coupled through the shared unknown coordinate where the two parts are joined. These two problems can then be solved in the usual way (demonstrated above), to yield a complete solution. Hanging chains of non-uniform cables were treated analytically and numerically by Fallis [14] [15] [16] .
Denzler and Hinz solved the catenary problem in the case g = GM/r 2 where G is the universal gravitational constant, M is the Earth mass and r is the distance from the center of earth [16] . In this case, the solution (which they called a "true catenary") is closer to a parabola for large chains than to the classic catenary. Successive approximations to the true catenary problem can be constructed by taking the more accurate expression for g [16] . large chains than to the classic catenary. Successive approximations to the true catenary problem can be constructed by taking the more accurate expression for g [16] . By transforming continuous problems to discrete ones and by using mathematical packages such as Mathematica, students can solve complicated problems, which involve extremum principles. For example, in a similar way, we can solve the famous brachistochrone problem, or by using Fermat principle for light rays to find paths of light rays in plane atmosphere. Discussion of such problems is usually held off until students have the mathematical ability to handle differential equations. Using mathematical software and the method we use for solving the catenary curve allow us to expose students to topics such these at an earlier stage. Introducing these ideas at high school level can be very fruitful in the future. Richard Feynman described how he was first exposed to the least action principle by his physics teacher who noticed that his student was very bored in the lesson [12] . New interactive applets that compute the approximations automatically can help students visualize the convergence to the final solution of such problems. Such applets have been recently developed (see, for example, for applications involving the least action principle) and can be found on the web [17, 18] .
Minimum principles such as the Fermat, least potential energy and least action principles are useful, because they are easy to formulate, have a wide range of applications, and they are helpful in solving problems. In addition, their form can serve as a template, out of which new laws-such as those governing the theory of general relativity and quantum mechanics-can be generated [19] .
By transforming continuous problems to discrete ones and by using mathematical packages such as Mathematica, students can solve complicated problems, which involve extremum principles. For example, in a similar way, we can solve the famous brachistochrone problem, or by using Fermat principle for light rays to find paths of light rays in plane atmosphere. Discussion of such problems is usually held off until students have the mathematical ability to handle differential equations. Using mathematical software and the method we use for solving the catenary curve allow us to expose students to topics such these at an earlier stage. Introducing these ideas at high school level can be very fruitful in the future. Richard Feynman described how he was first exposed to the least action principle by his physics teacher who noticed that his student was very bored in the lesson [12] . New interactive applets that compute the approximations automatically can help students visualize the convergence to the final solution of such problems. Such applets have been recently developed (see, for example, for applications involving the least action principle) and can be found on the web [17, 18] .
Minimum principles such as the Fermat, least potential energy and least action principles are useful, because they are easy to formulate, have a wide range of applications, and they are helpful in solving problems. In addition, their form can serve as a template, out of which new laws-such as those governing the theory of general relativity and quantum mechanics-can be generated [19] . 
